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Get it off my chest, get it out of my head.
Take everything I can away some place.
Just leave me in silence.
All of a sudden you're trying.
So make believe to make my mind up now.
Before we lose control,
Take this chance and let go.

Maybe this is our time now.
Maybe this is what I need to make me whole, to break
me
Cause this is all I have with anyone.

So leave me all again and take me for granted,
Take every little piece you can.
Get your hands on, get a hold on.
I am all alone.
I am letting my guard down.
So get the pieces fix the world for you.
Everything falls into place
I'd give my life up for you.

Maybe this is our time now.
Maybe this is what I need to make me whole, to break
me
Cause this is all I have with anyone.
Well everything's breaking down,
And everybody's wearing out.
So make the same mistakes,
Make them realize everything's all right.

There's a possibility that all goes wrong, concerned.
We'll change your life and live, we learn.
With our best mistake and every regret I will make
along the way.
Still I am not concerned.
I am not distracted call action, call action.
(Maybe this is our time now.)

Maybe this is our time now.
Maybe this is what I need to make me whole, to break
me
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Cause this is all I have with anyone.
Everything's breaking down,
And everybody's wearing out.
So make the same mistakes,
Make them realize everything's all right.
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